
KABOOM! created the Play Everywhere concept to inspire kids to play every
day and to incorporate it into their normal routines. These innovations and
installations bring play to unexpected, but everyday spaces, making play
easy and available for kids and families.

While a playground can provide a joyful oasis for play, play must be available
in other places to include play opportunities where kids, and their caregivers,
are already spending their limited time. Play Everywhere encourages people
to think about spaces that could become PLAYces — a laundromat, grocery
store, sidewalk, bus stop — any unexciting situation can turn into a
stimulating, creative outlet for play.

Streets and Sidewalks

https://kaboom.org/playbook/design-guides/streets-sidewalks


The public right-of-way is crucial to fostering Play Everywhere and
kid-friendly cities. Streets and sidewalks—and, by extension, the pathways,
alleys and staircases that bisect city blocks—form the faces and front (or
back) doors of our communities. These are the places where we interact and
conduct the business of daily life, and where kids come into contact with,
learn from and learn how to navigate the adult world. Reclaiming streets,
sidewalks and mid-block connections as places for play brings kids front and
center in our communities, while serving as a reminder to the broader
community that cities are places for kids, too.



Design principles

Streets, sidewalks and other public rights-of-way offer myriad spaces and
opportunities for play. To visualize the range of opportunities for Play
Everywhere, it is useful to focus on each of the individual zones and spaces
that comprise a street, sidewalk and city block.

On the street

Though streets serve as places for vehicular traffic, there are numerous
opportunities to reclaim portions of "street space"—the space between the
curbs—for play. Cities and communities can:

● Animate crosswalks and intersections with playful
visuals, such as murals and decorative elements. This
not only encourages play, but also highlights pedestrian
space, slows down traffic and signals that kids live and
play along the street.

● Repurpose on-street parking lanes as parklets, or public
spaces created in the space previously occupied by one
or more on-street parking spaces.

● Reimagine dead-end streets, cul-de-sacs or other
low-traffic streets as in-street playspaces during the long
stretches of time that they are not used by automobiles.

● Incorporate play opportunities as part of traffic calming
measures, such as curb extensions, roundabouts and
traffic circles or medians.

● Create play streets and festival streets through
temporary closure of streets—even major
thoroughfares—at regularly-scheduled times, to create
large, safe spaces for a variety of play opportunities.



Outside the curb

Each of the many zones and spaces that comprise the streetscape, from the
sidewalks themselves to the edges of the streetscape adjacent to the streets
and buildings, offers opportunities for play. Cities can integrate playful
experiences into streetscapes by:

● Enlivening the pedestrian through-zones of
sidewalks with painted murals and games on the
pavement, or provide places for kids to make their
own chalk art. Where excess space exists along a
particularly wide sidewalk, a portion of sidewalk
space could be devoted to play, while still
accommodating pedestrian travel.

● Incorporating a range of play opportunities into the
planting and furniture zone that separates the main
sidewalk from the curb along many city streets. Located
outside the zone where pedestrians travel, these areas
often include shade trees and may be wide enough to
accommodate seating and other street furniture.

● Utilizing building setbacks and "shy zones" as spaces
for play installations. Where setbacks from the sidewalk
are deep, these spaces between the sidewalk and
building fronts can accommodate larger-scale play
installations. In other contexts, particularly along urban
main street environments where buildings are located
close to the street, only a narrow space may exist
between the fronts of buildings (sometimes referred to as
the "shy zone"). Though narrow, these spaces are often
wide enough to house a small play installation, without
obstructing pedestrian travel. Along residential streets,



playful features placed in front yards near the sidewalk,
such as signs or yard sculptures, can also inspire play
close to home.

● Repurposing large expanses of sidewalk at street
corners. On some city sidewalks, particularly where the
curb has been extended to enhance pedestrian
crossings, sufficient space may exist between the curb
and building corners for a play installation without
obstructing pedestrian travel.

● Installing wayfinding and informational signs that invite
kids to play, reinforce the street's playful vibe, direct
families to play opportunities and signal to adults and
passing motorists that "kids are welcome to play here."

● Animating building façades and windows with murals,
games and other playful elements painted or attached to
the façade.

● Creating a family of playful street furniture that adds
whimsy to a walk down the street, at kids' eye-level. For
example, turn trash cans into painted wonders or
amusements, or install benches and bike racks with
playful designs.

● Programming play into the sidewalk experience by
organizing playful walking school bus programs, which
provide kids with safe—and fun—ways to get to school.

In-between spaces

Along city streets, many leftover spaces—the afterthoughts of buildings and
transportation infrastructure—are overlooked or avoided, yet offer untapped
potential for play. Some spaces, such as blank and windowless building
façades, walls and fences, are simply uninviting or overlooked. Others, such
as the spaces underneath bridges, may function as both physical and



psychological barriers between neighborhoods because they appear
secluded, unattractive and unsafe. Opportunities for reclaiming such
"in-between" spaces include:

● Transforming the underutilized space beneath highway
or railroad overpasses. Creative and playful makeovers
of these spaces not only make them more inviting, but
can go a long way toward removing the barriers that
exist in the built environment. This can also transform
"divider" spaces between neighborhoods into gathering
places that unite communities.

● Reimagining blank and windowless walls as community
canvases—or murals—filled with games, whimsy or
neighborhood narratives.

● Integrating activities and playful visuals into fences, so
that these barriers now beckon kids rather than keep
them out.

Mid-block passages

On some city blocks, a variety of mid-block passages, including service
alleys, mid-block pathways and staircases, serve important functions for
municipal utilities and services, while connecting people and vehicles more
efficiently to their destinations. Yet these spaces are often afterthoughts and
hidden from public view because they are not pleasant to navigate. With
some imagination, however, these mid-block spaces also have the potential
to knit together city blocks by serving as community gathering places,
spaces where kids can play without coming into contact with the traffic from
adjacent streets and fun routes for walking and bicycling. By taking
advantage of mid-block passages, cities can:

● Activate mid-block alleys with light, paint, games or play
equipment. By temporarily or permanently closing an



alley to traffic, it can serve as a playspace or a place for
neighborhood events. An alley can also be permanently
transformed into a shared street or woonerf that allows
vehicular access, but prioritizes walking and
bicycling—and playing.

● Incorporate mini-play destinations or playful design
treatments along mid-block pathways, to make them
more inviting shortcuts between destinations.

● Animate long, tiring staircases with art and whimsy to
make the climb joyful rather than onerous.

●

General considerations

● Identify routes with high levels of existing pedestrian
activity, such as routes to schools, commercial areas
and other focal points of daily activities.

● Assess traffic volumes, traffic signals and overall
parking capacity along a street to identify opportunities
or constraints: What is needed for people to feel safe
playing in a high-traffic area? Does a playful crosswalk
require changes to signal timing? Are all on-street or
garage parking spaces utilized during the day?

● Inventory underutilized and excess spaces that can
be put to better use, as well as those that are
unattractive, monotonous or feel unsafe. In which
locations could an especially wide sidewalk
accommodate other activities? Where are the
underutilized building and pavement surfaces that could
serve as a blank canvas for murals? Make note of the
streets and spaces that serve as physical or
psychological barriers within the community. How can
unfriendly spaces and dividers be transformed into
unifying spaces that bring communities together?



● Consider adjacent land uses along a street to identify
complementary uses and partners. Locate Play
Everywhere installations close to libraries, schools,
community centers and other areas where kids spend
time.

● Look for synergies in which Play
Everywhere installations can help solve other
transportation or built environment problems, such as
traffic safety issues, lack of physical activity, crime, poor
community character and image.

● Minimize conflicts with other street and sidewalk
functions, such as traffic and pedestrian flow, drainage,
utilities, service and loading access, emergency access
and snow removal by selecting locations that pose the
least amount of conflict with other users and activities
within the right-of-way.

● Expand play opportunities through programming by
leveraging and complementing Play Everywhere
installations with temporary street closures, play streets
or festival streets and a variety of programmed
entertainment and events.

● Ensure accessibility for all ages and abilities. Make
sure that the playspace can accommodate walkers,
wheelchairs and strollers, and that all users, regardless
of age or ability, have the opportunity to engage in play.
Incorporate seating, such as benches, so that adults can
comfortably watch and participate in the play
experience, while enhancing the streetscape in the
process.

● Consider ownership and maintenance. Understand
where public space ends and private property begins,
who will be responsible for maintaining the play
installation after it is built and the durability and upkeep
required of the installation's materials.

● Embrace trees and greenery. Leverage existing street
trees to provide shade, a buffer from passing cars and
incorporate landscaping where feasible to enhance the



streetscape and provide opportunities to connect with
nature.

● Strive for maximum visibility. When selecting a location
for a Play Everywhere installation, make sure to
understand the views along a street that will maximize
visibility to potential users (for example, is the playspace
obscured by trees or topography or bends in the road?).
Incorporate vibrant colors, lighting and other identifying
features into the design of the installation to beckon kids
and families from a distance. If an installation is located
in a mid-block location, consider incorporating
wayfinding elements, such as signs or painted footsteps
on the pavement that direct people to the playspace.

● Make it a "play trail" by linking individual play
opportunities along a streetscape through the use of
common design elements, such as painted lines on
pavement or a family of signs or markers, to create a
continuous play experience.

Project EXAMPLE:

Happy Lane
The TelHi Play Everywhere Challenge project team drew inspiration for this
pop-up play path from a TED Talk titled, "Before I Die," an interactive public
art installation that invites people to contemplate death, reflect on life and
share their personal aspirations in public. They were immediately taken by its
near-magical power to spark conversation. His team attempted to challenge
those same ideas, but with a playful and active twist.

TelHi began planning to transform the street outside its office into an exercise
course. Along the way, brightly colored signs would guide visitors through a
series of short activities, including skipping, hopping and jumping in place. At

https://kaboom.org/playbook/case-studies/happy-lane


the "cool-down" station, visitors would browse nutrition tips, before arriving
at a chalkboard posing the ultimate prompt, "What makes me happy?"

Mobilizing action

Having settled on an idea, a small core team within TelHi got to work,
meeting regularly to divide and conquer. Happy Lane’s success depended on
support from the community. The team presented the idea to notable
community members for feedback, including the district supervisor,
assemblyman and school principal. "It was a great chance to make them feel
like a part of the process," Fernandez remarked.

“Play Everywhere has made us rethink how we engage the community and
asked us to think about play beyond what we normally do. We never thought
that the side of a fence could do that.”

Community impact

While this project offered an incredible opportunity to connect the TelHi in a
different way, it was still a risky endeavor. "Our project isn't like some of the
others. People have to engage with this emotionally and physically, and we
were worried that they wouldn't be willing to do that."

“Even in the rain we had people who would stop and look at the chalkboard,
and try to do an exercise.”

As it turns out, people were willing to do just that. The chalkboard has
become a hub for conversation; a place where kids and adults alike can take
on the spontaneous challenge of physical activities, or simply pick up a piece
of chalk and share their feelings of happiness.



Measurements for project success weren't based on algorithms of foot traffic,
projections based on time of day or even public media recognition. Instead,
TelHi relied on community participation to show the project's success.

We now understand what the outcomes are and what they can be!

Project Replication:

To replicate this project, be sure to engage the kids and the community in the
design. Even consider including them in the construction. Once you identify a
space that you wish to activate, use the tools below to replicate each feature
of the project which includes the following:

● A Message board- plans call for a wooden chalkboard, but you can
also use the painting on the side of a building with chalk if you have the
space.

● Prompts for happy lane- use the community insights to develop the
prompts. What resonates with them? What makes them happy? Could
it be singing a song, or skipping and jumping? Listen to the community
voices and create messaging using paint, or working with a local
fabricator to create a sign that can be attached to the wall. Don’t forget
to add the message on the ground using a little bit of paint, or even add
a few additional game, like the ones attached here. You can also make
and use stencils. Use side project plans for asphalt games and link
to photos (attached) Happy Course sample graphics (attached),
and play pole

● If space allows, you can add tables or benches with gametops. Our
plans call for wooden construction, but these can also easily be made
with tires and wood, or other materials. Inset planter bench plans
with gametops (attached), picnic table with gametops.

● Remember to engage the community in the creation and a little bit of
paint and creativity can go a long way!

https://kaboom.org/resources/enhancement-projects/how-build-chalkboard
https://kaboom.org/resources/enhancement-projects/how-paint-asphalt-games
https://kaboom.org/resources/enhancement-projects/how-create-landmark-direction-post
https://kaboom.org/resources/enhancement-projects/how-build-adult-sized-picnic-table
https://kaboom.org/resources/enhancement-projects/how-to-build-tabletop-game-boards



